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Little cheer on collection costs as oil
prices set to remain low into 2016

December 2015

New collection charges are contained
within this mailing, and go live on 1st

January 2016. Unfortunately the
outlook for lower prices through 2016
isn't favourable because tallow values
are linked to crude oil and other
vegetable oil prices, and all are still at a
six year low (see graph). Meanwhile
operational, collection, environmental
and processing costs are still on a par
with last year. And it doesn’t look as if
the low returns for oil based products
are going to end soon. Oil companies
are predicting that prices will remain
around $60 (£40) a barrel for the next
two years. Renderers also still have to
pay to dispose of Meat and Bonemeal,
as, by law, it has to be incinerated at
power stations or cement factories.
Collectors, renderers and NFSCo are,
however, striving to mitigate cost
increasesby increasing theefficiencyof
the fallen stock and rendering
collection chain, and are assessing new

technologies that might be suitable to
achieve this end.
Despite thecurrent situation thatmany
livestock sectors find themselves in,
bad debt at NFSCo is under control,

thanks to a policy of not letting debts
get out of control. “Farmers that pay
their bills are not subsidising thosewho
don’t,” says Ian Potter, who provides
the administration service for NFSCo.

New technologies for fallen stock come to the fore in Denmark
A three-‐click smartphone App to reduce the time it takes a
farmer to order a collection… more computerised and
automatic route planning for the collection vehicles… and
carcasscooling: sucharesomeof the innovations in thefallen
stock industry that could be adopted to increase efficiency
and reduce costs.
Already these technologies are being adopted or trialled in
Denmark, according to Niels Nielsen, Director of
International Relations for DAKA – Denmark’s main
renderer. Its “Pig Up &Ko” App enables the scheduling of
pick-‐ups of fallen stock without having to make a telephone
call and is saving considerable amounts of time on farm, he
says. “Before it would be a two to three minute job to order
a collection over the telephone, but now it takes three clicks
on the App,” he told a collector conference organised by

NFSCo. Having more lorries with computers in the cabs
enables smart route planning, which also saves collectors
money as it can re-‐route a lorry to a nearby collectionwithin
minutes of the order coming in.
And there’s a lot of talk still about carcass cooling to increase
the yield of fat and protein from fallen stock, as the quicker
a carcass is rendered the higher the yield. Technically
carcasses should be cooled to below 5C in special containers
– mainly for pigs. However the economic turndown has
affected sales of the chillers, and they are currently only
installed on around 150 of the biggest pig farms. Cheaper
containers are also being investigated. The fact that
renderers no longer offer a discount for those using chillers
has alsonegatively affected theuptake. Thediscountused to
be 15%.
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Adult cattle deaths decline, little progress made on
calves, but sheep mortality returns to normal
The number of cattle over 12 months of
age dying on farm has declined over the
last two years, but there have been few
major in-‐roads made in reducing calf
deaths from birth to 12 months,
according to an analysis of fallen stock
data by NFSCo.
Since 2011 an average of 9,700 cattle
over 12months of age, and 15,400 calves
die on farmeverymonth, and are picked-‐
up by NFSCo collectors. Since October
2013, however, over 12 months deaths
have dropped by over 9% but calf
mortalityhasonlydroppedbyanaverage
of 400 a month, or just 2.6%.
The highestmonths for losses since 2011
were April and May 2013, when 29,000
cattle over 12 months of age died and
38,000 calves. An extremely late cold
snap, and thick snow were largely to
blame for the increase.
Sheep fallen stock trends are also back to
normal levels after that 2013 peak.
Despite the colder than average spring
this year sheep farmers had a “near
normal” lambing period as measured by
fallen stock trends recorded by NFSCo.

Let’s get smarter with our data to reduce disease risks
By Ian Campbell, NFSCo director

Pig industry experiences during the Classical Swine Fever
outbreak in2000andFootandMouthDisease in2001taught
us lessons in the weakness of paper-‐based recording of
livestock movements prior to the paper being passed
through a third party -‐ Trading Standards -‐ for further
analysis by Animal Health in order to trace contacts needed
to control disease spread. Considerable time was wasted
investigating farms or pigs that didn’t exist, for example.
There was considerable initial scepticism about recording
data electronically by hauliers in the rough and tumble of a
farm situation: would the equipment cope with rough
handling , get dropped, run over or even eaten! As it has
turned out our fears were groundless – as can be seen with
eAMLS, the electronic version of the pig movement license.
Here all farm details are already populated on the license
with the exception of numbers, which are not inputted until
collection. There should be nothing else to record by the
farmer or thehaulier. Thebeauty of the system is that by the
end of the day an electronic record is there for access by

disease controllers if necessary – it contains far fewer
mistakesbecausepiecesofpaperdon’thave tobe translated
before being entered onto the computer. Of course speed is
of the essence in the event of a disease outbreak.
There are parallels between this and fallen stock collection.
The vision for carcass collection is that NFSCo’s and a
collector’s IT system can talk to each other, enabling
information tobe immediately uploaded to the collector and
then into NFSCo for the normal administration activity. This
will be to the primary benefit of the supply chain as it takes
out cost and should reduce recordingmistakes. A secondary
benefit is the opportunity to track lorries that would be
required in the case of a disease outbreak .
A further possibility is to see if electronically captured data
could assist in disease surveillance by identifying mortality
spikes that fall outside the ordinary. The manpower
resources in APHAare declining andweneed to keep getting
smarter in capturing data through our normal commercial
activities that might be able to assist veterinary resources.


